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You the customers and prospect for our DR (but let’s call 

it Disaster Avoidance) solution – DRNet 

 

Release 5.0 is available Q1 2012 with:  

   -  Improved Active-Active processing with a new Delta   

 Processing Module 

   -  Improved Open support with Open back to the 

 NonStop 

   -  TCP/IP support for TMF protected files 

 

Release 5.1 is available beginning Q2 2012 with: 

   -  MX 3.1 support  

Who “sets” our product enhancements? 



 

- EPS support for a Latin American customer - Avoiding 

 the typical FUD that is often heard in the market.   

 

- The reported death of BASE24 classic was greatly 

 exaggerated – per a recent Singapore ACE event. 

 

- Interesting situations in the market with HP due to 

- High prices of third party software affecting 

 hardware upgrades 

- Platform creep because of lack of understanding of 

 NonStop strengths 

 

Market items that may interest you 



 NonStop platforms are at risk of replacement by low end Unix 

solutions due to a convergence of features. Customers start to 

think all platforms are alike. 

 

 Distributed Data Protection has become a standard requirement 

 

 3rd Party Software inflates NonStop upgrade costs by demanding 

fees that HP has no control over 

 

 Oracle’s negative (There is litigation between HP and Oracle you 

know) attitude makes it difficult to recommend GoldenGate, 

knowing that HP has no influence or control over Customer 

satisfaction  

 

The Problem 



 Establish Active/Active data replication as the platform 

standard, making it more difficult for Unix solutions to compete 

 Introduce a COMPLETE solution that can fully replace all 

GoldenGate and RDF implementations 

 Endorse a COMPLETE solution that guarantees satisfaction to 

HP’s standards, putting HP back in control of the overall 

customer experience 

 Lower 3rd party costs by replacing GoldenGate with a more 

affordable COMPLETE solution, reducing customer costs  

The Solution 



 Licensed as a COMPLETE solution to individual NonStop node 

 Replicates NonStop I/O without interfering with the application 

 Full Active/Active Support 

 Coverage for all HP NonStop Platforms (K, S, NS, and NB) 

 Coverage for all file system types (Enscribe, TMF, MP, and MX) 

 Works transparently with all applications including BASE24 and 

eFunds Connex 

 Replicates from NonStop to Oracle, Sql/Svr, and DB2 

 Expert Engineering Assistance is included with every license 

 Conversion program for GoldenGate to DRNet/COMPLETE  

 Conversion program for RDF to DRNet/COMPLETE  

How does DRNet/Complete work? 



DRNet/Complete 
it’s all included 



I still have a few 

“Tandem Forever” 

Shirts – first come 

first served 


